Abstract-Paper presents visual features for speech recognition. Visual speech recognition can be applied as the support for the acoustical recognition process or as a standalone speech recognition approach in the case of absence of the acoustical data. Static geometrical features of the speaker's lips were used for recognition. Statistical analysis of the feature values enabled us to select individual feature for each analyzed phone and the combined feature set for all phones. The discriminative power was tested using Bayes classification rule. 4th order analysis enabled us to recognize phones with the average rate of 60.3 %, the highest recognition rate of 81.3 % was achieved identifying phone [o].
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate and reliable speech recognition is the aim for all speech applications and systems. Accurate recognition systems would enable to realize speech-to-text systems, voice controlled services [1] , [2] . However, field recognition accuracy is far down [3] - [5] from accuracy in laboratory environment with low noise level, limited number of speakers, correct pronunciation, always the same and incommutable sound equipment, fixed distance to microphone, etc. [3] , [4] .
The first way to solve these problems is the employment of robust feature system for acoustical signal analysis. Various feature systems and techniques are applied for this purpose -mean subtraction, mel frequency based cepstral analysis, pre-filtering, speaker adaptation. Despite these efforts the acoustical analysis still cannot give robust and reliable speech recognition. The alternative way is the employment of supplementary features, i.e., multimodal speech recognition [2] , [6] , [7] .
The most obvious solution is the use of visual features [6] , [8] . Bimodal (audio-visual) recognition of speech is natural for humans thus some linguistic information is carried by speaker's view. In this case we can talk about visual speech recognition (in opposition to acoustical speech recognition). Visual between particular points of lips, appearance of the tongue, teeth, position and velocity of jaw and lips, grey levels of nose, eyes, and mouth windows, etc. [6] , [7] , [9] , [10] .
In this paper we shall employ visual features for Lithuanian phone recognition with the aim to determine linguistic content in visual features. Experimental results of recognition of phones are given.
II. AN ISSUE OF LITHUANIAN SPEECH RECOGNITION
Lithuanian is a very ancient and complex language. It is distinguished for its morphological variability, redundant word forms, huge amount of synonyms, etc. These language traits require powerful linguistic processing for reliable continuous speech recognition.
Furthermore, Lithuanian has very similar phones (phonemes) and this fact is essential for correct Lithuanian isolated word recognition. Words "mama" ("mom") and "mana" ("manna") are distinguished only by one phoneme for example. And these phonemes (and whole words therefore) are almost indistinguishable acoustically (Fig. 1) . Very similar situation is with pairs /o/ and /u/, /b/ and /g/, /d/ and /b/, /d/ and /g/. Different words with these phones swapped (we will be talking about phones as higher level of phonemes) are confusing and misleading.
In human interaction the acoustical analysis is supplemented with additional sources of information like visual analysis, context knowledge, and even intuition. And this helps to improve recognition of misleading words. In automatic speech recognition not all means of extra analysis are available and automation of some of them is complicated.
One of the possible solutions is the use of visual features. As we can see in Fig. 2 The results of visual recognition would be compared and aggregated with the results of acoustical recognition giving the final recognition result. In this paper we will explore the use of visual features for classification of misleading Lithuanian phones. We will analyze phonemes /b/, /d/, /g/, /m/, /n/, /o/, and /u/ forming aforementioned pairs. Here we will suppose that acoustically indistinguishable phones will be the case for the visual analysis (acoustical analysis is not performed).
III. DETECTION OF ARTICULATORS
To determine contour of lips i.e., the region of interest (ROI), we implemented the edge detection using Canny algorithm [11] , [12] . This algorithm detects a wide range of edges by finding the local maxima of the gradient, which is calculated using Gaussian filter's derivative. This approach has a potential of noise attenuation and minimizes multiple detection of the same contour.
Canny algorithm is implemented applying following steps [11] : 1) Detection of real edge points, this is done through maximizing image's signal-to-noise ratio; 2) Localization of edge points; 3) Only a single edge point is selected, the others are repressed; 4) Suppression of non-maximum edges; 5) Hysteresis thresholding.
Firstly, one usually interferes with noises in images, thus one needs to solve signal-to-noise ratio issue. Assume that we have filter with impulse response f(x) and edge G(x) centered at 0. Filter's response to this edge is calculated by a convolution integral in the range [-W, +W] (W is the boundary values of image pixel x) ( ) ( ) .
The root-mean square (RMS) response to noise n(x) is found by following (1) and (2) we can derive the signal-to-noise ratio equation
Localization operator denotes image point which should be as close as possible to the center of current contour. Localization is defined as follows
To eliminate multiple edge responses, Canny proposed to find mean distance between zero-crossings of fʹ, it can be written as follows
Derivation of (4) and (5) is thoroughly commented in [11] .
The non-local maximum suppression step is used to remove non-local maximum points from investigated images, i.e., the algorithm moves along the gradient direction finding pixels with higher gradient value. If such pixel is found it becomes edge candidate, otherwise it is marked as background pixel. Pixels with values higher than threshold Hw are included in the edge and pixels with values lower than Lw are rejected.
The final step is a lip detection using Haralick-Shapiro method [13] , [14] . Neighboring pixels are grouped together into a cluster. As experiments showed the cluster with the biggest area is lip contour usually. This fact is exploited in visual speech feature extraction. Various geometrical features of lips contour are extracted and used as visual features of speech. To introduce these features the Fig. 3 with contour of lips is given. contour's axis which crosses the center of the image. These features are static by nature and will represent the instantaneous geometrical features of the lips. The features will be used without any normalization thus recognition will be speaker and camera position dependent. As these features are extracted from multiple observations of single vocal tract configuration we can expect these features being strongly correlated.
V. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
The speech was recorded using resolution of 640 × 480 pixels, with 30 frames per second rate setting. Face lighting and distance between speaker and camera throughout experiment was maintained in similar level: 70-80 cm. Extracted images were manually cropped to 86 × 68 pixelsize resolution to distinguish approximate position of lips.
Seven phones were selected for experimental testing: /b/, /d/, /g/, /m/, /n/, /o/, and /u/. Visual features were extracted from frames of video stream with the face of the speaker (the records of one male speaker were used in the experiment). Each phone was pronounced 27 times and 96 images for every phone were extracted thus giving 96 visual instances of every phone. The whole feature set was extracted for every phone instance thus making collection of 672 feature vectors.
First of all the statistical analysis of the features was performed. Hypothesis about Gaussian distribution of feature values was tested. We used the Chi-Square goodness of fit test with 95 % confidence level. Analyzed feature values and estimated Chi-Square criteria values did not disprove the hypothesis.
Correlation analysis (with the 95 % confidence level) revealed a high degree of correlation of the features (in some cases a correlation level of 0.99 was obtained) so our presumption about correlation was confirmed.
The discriminative power of features was tested during classification of phones. Two types of classification experiments were performed.
In the first case the task was to recognize the phone in misleading pairs (e. g. to recognize /o/ in pair of /o/ and /u/). The individual feature set for every phoneme pair was formed for this purpose. The features were selected according to their separability -features with high degree of overlap for particular phones were rejected as indistinguishable (for example features L, W, and D were rejected in case of /b/ and /d/ phones). Single feature for one pair was selected for these reasons:
• To eliminate the effect of feature cross-correlation;
• To avoid of "curse of dimensionality". High order feature sets require huge data amounts. The Bayes classification with Expectation-Maximization evaluation of probability density function was performed.
In order to eliminate the effect of data set size on results, the 3-fold test was executed: feature data was divided into equal 3 subsets and the experiment consisted of 3 tests with every subset as testing (the remaining 2 subsets were used as training data). Table I gives average recognition results. The highest recognition rate was obtained in case of /b/ phoneme (94.8 %), the lowest was in case of /n/ (60.4 %). The average recognition rate was 83.2 %. The result is high considering the first order analysis.
The practical mean of these results is the following: in the case of vague acoustical recognition we must have information about conflicting phonemes in order to use visual discriminating features effectively. In a real system this information is not always available so we need to form a feature set allowing to recognize the pronounced phone without a prior information.
The second experiment was designed to test the overall phone recognition accuracy. A new feature set was formed -all the phone-specific features were aggregated into one feature set. This set consisted of eccentricity Ec, convex area Sc, minor axis length A min , and extent Ex.
Again 3-fold experiment was performed in order to get comparable results. Average phone recognition rates with the confidence intervals (evaluated with 95 % confidence level) are given in Fig. 4 . The average phone recognition rate 60.3 % was much lower in comparison with recognition in pairs. It is not surprising as we used generalized feature set for all phones. Recognition rate of /d/ and /n/ was lower than average rate and these results coincided with the results of the first experiment where pairs with /d/ and /n/ gave the lowest score. This could be reasoned with high overlap of features Sc and A min .
Similar geometric features (lip contour height, size, area, etc.) were used for various languages phoneme and word recognition [10] , [15] - [18] . Phonemes are recognized with the accuracy of 80-90 %. These rates are achieved using high order (up to tens) static and dynamic features. In our case recognition rate was lower but low order of the proposed feature set should be highlighted. 4 th feature order allows reducing calculation and storage loads and are much smaller than bitmap or high order geometric features widely used in image processing.
Word recognition rates are much lower and range from 15 % to 40 %. This can be explained by coarticulation effect, many-to-one relationship between phoneme and its configuration of lips, dependence on speaker and camera settings.
To implement robust speaker-independent visual recognition of phones (and speech) some normalizing schemes should be used in order to eliminate speaker distance to camera, image resolution and brightness effect on feature values. Noticeable improvement of recognition rate could be obtained by using dynamic features.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Following conclusions were made analyzing experimental results:
− The use of geometrical features enables us to reduce the feature order down to 4 th thus simplifying analysis and classification task. − Set of phone-specific features does not ensure the highest overall phone recognition rate. This is conditioned by overlapping and correlation of phonespecific features in aggregated space. − The phone recognition rate could be improved by adding the new features (e. g. dynamic features). These features should be independent and uncorrelated. Future research direction is the analysis of the whole phone set and extension of the feature set with the aim to fulfill visual and audio-visual speech recognition.
